
Friday 13th November 2020 Spelling practice. 

These are the words that you have been practising this week: 

van have valve 

vain serve twelve 

vet give live 

vicar solve active 

volt curve evolve 
 

With a parent, check that you now know these spellings. They could give 

you a little spelling test if you would like it. Then, keep practising if there 

are still some you are not sure of. (If there are a large number that your 

child is still not sure of, then please focus on no more than the first 5.) 

Then, choose 5 of your spellings. For each spelling, write an interesting 

sentence that has the spelling in. 

As for last week, you could try to use a noun phrase or conjunction to 

make your sentence longer. (Noun phrase: red, large ball; small, tasty 

snack. Conjunction: because; but; and; or; so.) 

For example: 

My dog could fetch the small, red ball in his mouth. 

My rabbit hutch got broken because of the storm. 

 

Below are your spellings for next week. Please start to learn them as you 

usually would for homework. If you find it hard to learn all the 

spellings, then please focus on the first group of 5 spellings within the 

sheet and learn those well.  

We will do our test in class on these spellings on Friday 20th November. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

List 1:8 Practice 1 Practice 2 Practice 3 Can spell word. 
Spelling Tip: a ‘y’ at the end of the word often makes the sound of long ‘e’.(ee) 

party     

very     

sixty     

story     

study     

 
Spelling Tip: With short vowel sounds the final consonant is often doubled before the ‘y’. 

happy     

teddy     

silly     

potty     

funny     

 
Spelling Tip: With long vowel sounds the single consonant before the ‘y’ does not need to be  
doubled. 

lady     

baby     

tiny     

pony     

duty     

 


